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‘…a passageway, which leads from the exact sciences to 
the arts and humanities. While both seek to explain the 
world with their own methods, they are turning their backs 
to each other.’
The shipping passage in the North of Canada connecting the Atlantic and the 
Pacific serves as a metaphor for the complex thought space linking, 
connecting and dividing these two explanations of the world. This metaphor 
is dealing with the connection of places, which seemingly are separate: 
rigidness and fantasy, myths and exactness, quantitative and qualitative 
knowledge. As the passage through the eternal ice, this path exist, but is 
constantly changing in time and space, its boundaries are volatile due to 
changing border conditions.
Michel Serres, Hermes V, Die Nordwestpassage (German translation of Le Passage du Nore-Ouest) (Paris 1980 / Berlin 1990), p. 15. from the 
Hermès series.
„Le Passage du Nord-Ouest“
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Low energy building 2000
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Building Technologies Program: Multi-year Plan 2008-2012.  EERE.
Building related energy consumption
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54% Design
53% Design
Net Energy, High Performance, Green Buildings. Natl. Science and Tech. Council. October 2008
Achieving Net-zero: reducing demand
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From PassiveHausWebSite
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HL/G = U x A x (Ti - To)
Human perception and thermal comfort
 Aino and Alvar Aalto’s own house in Helsinki 1935  1928 the Weather maker 
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SOLAR DECATHLON 2009 
Iowa State : THE INTERLOCK TEAM
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For full credit of all Co-Pi’s  team members, 
collaborators and sponsors  
please see: http://www.solard.iastate.edu
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Interlock with the outdoors
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Interlock with the outdoors
Convective air loop
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Cross / Stack ventilation
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Cross ventilation
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Heat recovery
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Architecture + Engineering Design
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Natural Ventilation
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Sunspace + Thermal Mass
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Daylight and Natural Ventilation
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Electric and thermal systems
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Research & Design challenges
 Utilize daily (or seasonal) thermal energy storage for solar 
energy in the building materials.
 Short term thermal energy storage through thermal mass 
(concrete, brick, stone) very common in Europe.
 Light weight phase change materials (PCM) could be an 
alternative for light weight construction.
 Long term durability of the phase change melting and freezing 
cycles?
 New PCM’s?
 Interaction between air flow and material properties of thermal 
mass needs to be studied to utilize the natural flow of air 
(convection, stratification etc) and material properties on multiple 
scales.
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